When Karuizawa-machi became accessible by the Shinkansen(Bullet train)line it became an easy commute from Tokyo,and the development of housing complexes accelerated even more .In addition to this,it became difficult for many corporations and individuals to keep their properties after the collapse of the bubble economy,and there has been an endless stream of auctions for governmentowned lots that had been paid in kind as well as private properties put on sale directly .Many of these lots are used to develop housing complexes as investment instruments,and are seriously threatening the existing environment and townscape of Karuizawa.
The Master Architect System in Karuizawa was started in December 2003.This is not the management of the landscape according to recent ordinances in association with the Landscape Laws, but an attempt to preserve and foster it through more human eyes.
What is being studied today,based on my proposal,is the issue of the many government-owned lots scattered near the center of the cottage area. Sooner or later these lots will be auctioned off by the Financial Bureau and might be subject to new housing developments that do not harmonize with the surrounding landscape.If,however,these lots can be harmonized with the surrounding environment and increased in scenic value,Karuizawa will become invigorated.We should first thoroughly analyze the latent scenic potential of each lot,conduct project study with quality developers and talented architects or hold a project competition,while gaining the understanding of the Ministry of Finance , and then establish an auction method that contributes to improvement of the landscape based on the studies.
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